
COLLECTIVITY

The Health Collective is committed to the concepts of sharing
information, power and responsibility. The logical result of these
ideals is that we are organized as a collective rather than having
a traditional hierarchical structure. This means there are no
bosses; all Members are valued and expected to take responsibility
for our activities and participate in decision making.

We make decisions by consensus rather than by voting. Consen
sus decision making takes more time and energy and therefore is not
as efficient as traditional structures· However, the end result is
a product of the whole group, with which everyone is, presumably,
satisfied. And, of course, people are more enthusiastic about im
plementing decisions in which they h2ve fully participated. When
we have disagreements within the group, we take the time to thor
oughly explain our positions, and then the dissenter(s) either
change their !":linds; or VIe arrive at a compromise. We do not see
compromise as negative; often compromise results in a new and bet
ter solution~whic~ wou~d ~o~ have been sought out ~n a different
structure. Sc~stlmes :ndlvlduals cc~cede to the wlll of the group
because of th~::ir respect for the r::2r~lbers of the group, and their
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Co11ectivi~y dccs ~ot mean that everyone does everything, but
J.1: does mean t r.at r.o one person controls any aspect of our work.
We deleg2te responsibilities to individuals, but these responsibil
ities arc rotated periodically. For cX2Jilple, we all take turns
chairing meetings, and several women rotate being the co ordinator
at the weekly Self Help Clinic. We share undesirable duties such
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On0 01' -:};':: ma i n purpo s es of the r.ea I th Collective is to di8
seminate inforr:;ation to women so they carl take more responsibili ty
for their ow~ bodies. This informatio~ sharing is important not
only for women cominr; to the Heal th Collective as "clients" but
a1s; to women within-the Collective. Experienced members avoid be
ing seen as experts; knowledgeable members are expected to educate
n ewer members, so new mcmber s can qu i ckIy become equal participants.

We recogniz.e that not all members are completely "equall!. We
each bring different s}:ills and information to the group, and some
rne~bers do emerge as qU2si leaders because of greater information,
snecial s}~ills, charIsma etc. However, we are dedicated to the
principle of giving each individual woman the opportunity to de
velop to her full potential. Women who see themselves becoming
leaders have the responsibility to combat this trend in themselves.

In our society collectivity is a relatively new concept with
which we are still struggling. So far, it seems to work better
than other systems our members have experienced. Please feel free
to ask us for more detailed information about collectivity.


